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THE JOHNSONIAN

FRENCH COMPANY TO PERFORM TONIGHT, LANGUAGE DEPARTMENTS SPONSOR PLAY

The modern language departments of Winthrop and Davidson College, N.C., the Fine Arts Association will present the company "French Provincial" of Paris tonight in the auditorium at 8:30. They will perform "La Traversée du Paris," the French version of "The Marathon," and "Le Printemps," the French version of "The Midsummer Night's Dream." The company was also sponsored by the French government and the French Cultural Office in New York.

Elective Officers Gets Underway Today

Candidates for the first campus-wide election for next year's officers will be announced today before an audience in the auditorium at 4 p.m., according to W. C. R. W. C. R. Wednesday evening. The election will be sponsored by the Fine Arts Association and will be open to all students.

Board Seeks Applications

Today is the deadline for applications for the positions of the college publications, The Johnsonian, The Tachist, and The Anthropology, according to John Price, chairman of the board of student publications. Any student who has a 3.5 grade point average will be considered for the positions. Applications for these positions should be submitted to the Office of Student Activities.

Winfred Delegates Attend CCUN

Winfred Delegates Oppose UN Admission of Red China

Winfred delegates, representing the University of Winfred, have attended the CCUN meeting in the United States. The meeting was attended by representatives from the United States, China, and the United Nations. The meeting was held to discuss the admission of Red China to the United Nations. The delegates were able to express their views and concerns.

The meeting was held to discuss the admission of Red China to the United Nations. The delegates were able to express their views and concerns.

Dallas Symphony To Present Pianist In Evening Concert

The Dallas Symphony Orchestra will present a special concert featuring the pianist in his first performance with the orchestra. The concert will be held at 8 p.m. at the Winspear Opera House. The concert will feature the works of Mozart, Beethoven, and Schumann.

Dorm, Better Roads To Change Campus

Among several improvements expected on campus in the near future is the building of a new dormitory. The dorm will be located near the center of campus.

Do You Know the Facts?

The Johnsonian is the official newspaper of the college. It is published weekly during the academic year. The Johnsonian is distributed to all students and faculty members.

Winfred Delegates Attend CCUN

Winfred delegates, representing the University of Winfred, have attended the CCUN meeting in the United States. The meeting was attended by representatives from the United States, China, and the United Nations. The meeting was held to discuss the admission of Red China to the United Nations. The delegates were able to express their views and concerns.

The meeting was held to discuss the admission of Red China to the United Nations. The delegates were able to express their views and concerns.

Dolphin Group To Give Final Water Shows

With "Dolphins in Sport" as the theme, the dolphin show will be performed in the pool at the Winthrop Dolphins Center.

This year's show will be the last for the dolphins at the center. The show has been performed for the past several years and has become a popular attraction.

The show will take place at 7 p.m. in the pool at the Winthrop Dolphins Center. The show will feature the dolphins performing various tricks and routines.

The show will be open to the public and is expected to attract a large audience.

The dolphins will be trained by staff members at the center. The training process involves several months of hard work and dedication.

The show is sponsored by the Department of Marine Science and the Department of Animal Science.

The show will be a great opportunity for visitors to see these amazing animals up close.
Freshman Closed Study Hours

Recently a bill to change freshman closed study hours on Friday night to quiet hours was introduced in Senate by the Freshman Senator. Senate passed this bill, and the Faculty-Student Senate approved it on a trial basis. The bill then had to be approved by the administration. Here it was vetoed.

The reasons for the bill were to give freshmen more time to come from the weekend and to decrease the stress on underclassmen, who are said to have the direct responsibility to study for their future classes.

A poll taken showed that a vast majority of freshmen students, regardless of classes, studied on Friday night unless they had a test or some definite assignment due the next day. Quiet hours would still allow any freshman desiring to study while eliminating the noise problem.

We think that the bill is a good one and that, taken on a trial basis, it is ever possible to change the present system.

There is no great danger of fire in the Thayer Cafeteria because of adequate fire equipment and fire prevention provisions. Perhaps, instead of a ban effecting another change, the university would be wise in making sure that there is more danger of fire in the building.

If it is only during exam breaks that anything buys food in the card room, then this is a real problem. According to Bill Cubb, Winthrop winner, there are no definite fire hazards in smoking in the cafeteria during exams but there is a definite law against smoking while eating.

During dances the room is very crowded and particularly at formal dances there is danger of fire. Fixtures and paper lamps are treated with very inflammable chandelier when they are cleaned thereby making them fire hazards.

Also, there is a need for the freshman students to make sure that every hair in place, to be highly visible. T. V. W.

Election Results

A new method of selecting candidates for class positions, which is most important for the first time this year. This new method seems to us to have several points of worth.

Under the new procedure, candidates will petition a written petition, which must be signed by at least five of the class, the board then choosing those from among the candidates, who are then voted on by the students.

The method has been used in the past, a nominating committee was elected from the freshmen to select candidates, who did not seem to be the most qualified.

Due in increasing numbers of students at Winthrop, it has become difficult for members of the nominating committee to know all of the qualified students in the class. Hence, we hear "They choose the same people over and over."

We hope the new procedure will be useful in bringing a greater number of qualified candidates to the attention of the board.

Students must either petition the board themselves, or have someone else name the petition for them, since there may be only three candidates who are willing to try out for positions.

Walter D. Smith, dean of the college, in his statement Dr. Smith said: "The percentage of freshmen who are high and we will do anything we think will help them to help themselves."

We must ask if it is the students who work in this way that it is not the way to help freshmen adjust to life.

In the freshman years of the classes of 1949 and 1950 the rules were relaxed much more than they were in the freshman years of the classes of 1948 or those restricted study hours whatever, and the class of 1949 had then only two semesters.

At the end of the first semester the class of 1949 was so much better prepared than it had been in the past.

We support that the senator who intro­duced this bill into Senate initiate an investiga­tion.

Perhaps with this information a system of study hours can be devised which will suit the needs and desires of the freshmen and also help them do the work that is expected of them.
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Younger people, for the most part, are smoking in the dining halls.

The argument explained by SAGA Food Servicer is that the lack of smoking in the cafeteria is based on the fact that if one smokes in an eating area he smokes an entire cigarette and drink a cup of coffee, they would leave at least 16 minutes. SAGA says.

In the mean time other students would have to wait until they were served. This is a real problem.

SAGA explains that since there are about three turn-overtos in seats during one meal allowing for the seating capacity.

In the eventuality that the seating capacity then would be almost impossible to designate a separate section in which smoking will be allowed.

Another important reason for the rule is the consideration of non-smokers. Many people are allergic to cigarette smoke and the smoke unknowable and lose its appeal because of its smell.

It is because of this that we feel that a separate section should be set aside when

T. V. W.
Emory Sociologist To Lecture Monday

Dr. John Daley, chairman of the departments of sociology and anthropology at Emory University, will deliver a guest address for the sociology-student discussion hour on Monday at 7 p.m. in Room 501, Epps Lake Hall.

Dr. Daley has shown interest in Emory Sociological Research and has written a number of articles. He has had a varied involvement in the JOURNAL OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY and the JOURNAL OF GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY.

Long Reveals Theatre Cast

William L. Long, of the department of drama, has recently announced the cast of the first of its music dramas, "The Little Foxes" by Lillian Hellman. The director of the play played leading roles in the film, "The Little Foxes" and is very promising. The number of the play is being announced in the school of dramatic arts in a few weeks.

Dr. Harvey, a member of the school of theatre arts, and Mr. Thompson, a member of the school of music, have announced that the production of "The Little Foxes" will be presented on Monday, February 3, at 8 p.m. in the Epps Lake Hall Theatre.

Campus Chatter

by ALICE THOMSON

Adopted Petition Editor

The members of the office of the University of Arizona are in a very happy mood. The university has been awarded the highest possible grade in the annual survey of the university's administration.

The petition drive was led by William L. Long, who recently received his degree in philosophy from the University of Arizona.

The American Society of the University of Arizona is in a very happy mood. The university has been awarded the highest possible grade in the annual survey of the university's administration.

The petition drive was led by William L. Long, who recently received his degree in philosophy from the University of Arizona.

New WC Saga Magazine Writes Poetry When He 'Can't Sleep'

by PAULA TRULL

Editorial Assistant

Evelyn Ford is his business. That's why he wrote the new WC Saga magazine, "When Can't Sleep," for his students. He has set up his own bed, a place where he can write his poems. He has a small room in his apartment where he can write his poems.

Maurice Williams of the English Department is in a very happy mood. He is the author of "When Can't Sleep," which has been awarded the highest possible grade in the annual survey of the university's administration.

He has had a varied involvement in the JOURNAL OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY and the JOURNAL OF GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY.

White Printers

Hampton St. - 2nd Avenue

Refreshment any time. Game goes better refreshed. Coca-Cola! With its lively lift, big bold taste, never too sweet... refreshes best.

DOUGLAS STUDIO

"Photos For All Occasions"
111 Oakdale Ave.

Take Adventure of Them
They Can't Have That
-That's The
PARK INN GRILL

and

RESTAURANT

Take Adventure of . . .
Good Food
A Variety of Spicy Delights (Steak, Chicken Breast, and Hamburger)
Choice of Salad or Soup
Dessert Available

Csem's Employees
THE PARK INN GRILL & RESTAURANT
111 Oakdale Ave.
Opinions Expressed
On Drinking Rules

The proposed change in the 56 rules which govern drinking at the University of Notre Dame this year is a result of the JOHNSONIAN has received many letters expressing the same view. The student government finally took a public stand on the issue, in a council meeting, which resulted in the proposed change.

A debate concerning the proposal was held last week in the boardroom of the Student Union. The debate was initiated by a member of the student government, who presented the case for the proposed change. The debate was then opened to the students, who were free to express their views on the issue.

The debate was lively and passionate, with both sides presenting strong arguments. The student government member argued that the current rules were outdated and needed to be updated to reflect the changing times. He also pointed out that the rules were often difficult to enforce and resulted in a lot of confusion among students. He felt that a more flexible approach would be more effective.

The other side argued that the rules were necessary to maintain a safe and orderly environment. They pointed out that alcohol abuse had become a serious problem on campus and that the rules were designed to prevent it. They also argued that the rules were not outdated and that they were necessary to maintain a healthy campus culture.

In the end, the student government member's arguments carried the day, and the proposed change was approved by the student government. The change will go into effect at the beginning of the next academic year.